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About This Game

For a thousand years, three opposing forces have waged war for what they believe is true. There can be no room for
compromise: their way is the only way. Dubbed The Infinite War, this devastating conflict has taken its toll on a once-peaceful

galaxy and has only served to deepen the hatred between the factions. After centuries of struggle, the battle for supremacy has at
last reached a turning point. Under your strategic command and leadership, will your faction reign supreme? Will you be

victorious and elevate your race to domination? Or will you lead them into the hell of defeat and ultimate extinction?
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Title: Supreme Commander
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Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2007
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Recommended:

OS: Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Windows® Vista

Processor: 3.0 GHz Intel or equivalent AMD processor or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM or better

Hard Disk Space: 8GB available hard drive space

Video Card: 256 MB video RAM, with DirectX 9 Vertex Shader / Pixel Shader 2.0 support (Nvidia 6800 or better)

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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One of the best RTS games. More complicated than a few other RTS' like AoE or Company of Heroes but once you get
resource management down, you're good. Still has an active multiplayer scene if you use FAF (forged alliance forever) third
party client. Has competitions, rankings, mods ect.. A decent entry in the RTS genre. Worthwhile for a low price, so long as you
are not expecting much from graphics or innovation. It seems like progress from Total Annihilation, but it's tougher for me to
tell from this perspective.
It's not very fast paced save a couple timed\/pressure missions, and would fit well for a casual player.. What can i say about this
game. Its overwhelming as there is no unit limit. Meaning that you can overwhelm the enemy forces, but they can do the same,
often you are constantly under attack. So you will need fortified defenses, and a lot if you want to build up large enough forces
to move to the next stage. Missions can and will be larger than normal, you will be overwhelm as you defeat a threat, a new
threat will make a new appearance after after the old is defeated. So i suggest that before you make any big push, have enough
units and defenses ready for new arrivals as the mission map expends further, revealing new goals.. Game has known sound
issues that stop working and require uncertain steps such as bios sound disable+enable. Developers will not fix it. Game is being
sold with major problem.
I recommend googling for "supcom sound problems" and you will get a good idea.
It's a good game, but I do not recommend giving money for a broken product.. I've had Issues since getting this game on day
one. It constantly crashes and freezes all the time whenever I launch it, making it practically unplayable. I've looked online for
solutions to the issues but I have had no success with it. Will not be recommending to other people to play.
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